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Open Seats on P&Z Committee

Dear P&Z Committee Members and Staff, 

My name is Paul Scheibmeir and I am a registered professional engineer in Texas, California and Tennessee. I saw the notice that
came with the water bill this month indicating there were some open seats on the P&Z Committee. When I clicked the link on the
City website, the positions were not listed.  I am writing to find out if these positions are still open.  I am interested in one of
those open positions if they are still available.  

I have been involved in facilities engineering and facilities management for the majority of my professional career. The past four
years I have been, and continue to be, the engineering manager for a speciality construction contractor that specializes in high
technology construction projects.  I have a considerable amount of experience in the planning and design of facilities and
infrastructure systems that use hazardous materials and are heavy consumers of utilities such as water, waste water and
electricity.  

I have been a citizen of Kyle for the past 11 years and have no plans to leave. I would like to help Kyle make smart decisions as we
continue to grow. As a professional engineer and one who has worked with facilities infrastructure most of my career, I have
some experience with building, fire, mechanical, plumbing and electrical code as well as some of the NFPA codes.  

I think I could be a useful addition to the P&Z Committee. Please let me know if the vacancies are still open and how to apply.  

Regards, 

Paul Scheibmeir, P.E. 
197 Scarlet Oak Cv. 
Kyle, TX. 78640 
(512) 913-1560 

Old paul@scheibmeir.com

Mon 7/3/2017 11:39 PM

To:Howard J. Koontz <hkoontz@cityofkyle.com>; Debbie Guerra <dguerra@cityofkyle.com>; Dex Exellison <dexellison@gmail.com>;
Poppel-TWC <poppel@twc.com>; texbobcat@gmail.com <texbobcat@gmail.com>; Timothy A. Kay <timothy.a.kay@gmail.com>;
info@smtxmagazine.com <info@smtxmagazine.com>; Jo Fenety <Fenety@hotmail.com>;


